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Buying Local On A Global Scale
Rad And Hungry Pushes Design Through Travel And Travel Through Design

SEATTLE, February 2013  – RAD AND HUNGRY (RAH) is an online shop selling lo-fi office 
supplies sourced from around the world. Dedicated to connecting people and cultures though 
common office supplies and uncommon design, the RAH team travels the globe and hand-picks 
supplies that provide a first-hand glimpse into that country’s culture and design aesthetic. 
RAH is for anyone interested in travel, design, office supplies, and the current trend in 
subscription goods services.

RAH believes in getting to know people and places through commerce and design. Someone 
else’s daily diet of lo-fi goods is simple to her yet sacred to us, and vice versa. The office 
supplies sold by RAH are rarely found online, often limited in number, and sometimes vintage. 
Sold by local shop owners and purchased by RAH subscribers all over the world, the goods 
connect design-minded individuals to various international communities. 

“We travel the world sourcing lo-fi office supplies, then rep that country and its goods in 
monthly kits called The Something Mighty Collection (STMT),” says RAD AND HUNGRY 
founder Hen Chung. “The common thread is design, but unrefined design – ‘local’ in the sense 
that it ’s so basic and part of the everyday landscape that people in that country find it 
unremarkable. We’re taken by the concept that simple, daily items are given new meaning 
through travel. It transforms the mundane into something inspired.”

The kits are a full-on experience, heavy on design and often featuring hidden riddles or notes. 
As each layer is unwrapped, people share in the low-down travel and get a sense of a different 
country’s day-to-day. 

Each new STMT Kit is released on the first Tuesday of the month. Customers can purchase a 
single kit or sign up for a quarterly or yearly subscription. The cost of an STMT Kit is based on 
subscription level and ranges from $16 - $21, plus shipping. Additionally, individual items can 
be purchased à la carte. Prices range from $5 - $30. 

ABOUT RAH

RAD AND HUNGRY (RAH) shares low-down travel through limited-edition, locally sourced 
office supplies. RAH connects far-flung groups of people who love lo-fi style, design and travel. 
Founded in Seattle, RAH kicked off the world tour in October 2010. All RAH products can be 
viewed at www.radandhungry.com. Fans can follow the brand at www.twitter.com/radandhungry, 
www.facebook.com/radandhungry, and www.instagram.com/radandhungry.
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